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BRABANT ISLAND 

Antarctica 
1983-5 Joint Services Expedition  

     

HMS Endurance heading for the west coast of the Antarctic Peninsula.    

 .    
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The expedition was led by Commander Chris Furse, Naval Engineer and Artist, specialist 

in polar and mountain birds. A member of the 1970/71 JSE to Elephant Island and leader 

of the 1976/77 JSE kayaking expedition around Elephant Island’s satellites.                                                                            
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January Six of the team left Palmer Station on Anvers Island for Brabant Island in two 

boats. Heading north passing through the Gerlache Straight, surrounded by spectacular 

scenery. Seeing Weddell, Fur, Crabeater, Elephant and Leopard seals as well as Chinstrap 

and Gentoo penguins. Pitching camp for a night at Port Lockroy on Goudier Island, 

surveying a colony of Blue-Eyed Shags and watching an Albatross, with a bloody red neck, 

tucking into the carcass of a seal. 

 

     

Crossing a bay of brash ice, our instinct was to hug the shore until its pressure forced us to 

head for open sea, passing close to a whale. Arriving at Metchnikoff Point, a volcanic butte, 

on the north-west tip of the Brabant Island we were reunited with the rest of the team who 

had arrived several days earlier in the luxury of H.M.S Endurance’s helicopter. 
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Our main base was to be at Metchnikoff Point, the largest snow free area on the island. Once this was 

established it was not long before we ventured in land. The first pulking journey was cut-short when our 

dome tent blew-out. When Bill Hankinson calmly distracted himself from the situation by reading his 

book. Chris used his karrimat as a blockade, successfully keeping the spindrift at bay for several hours 

until we were finally forced to return to Metch. The lightweight dome tents were hastily reinforced adding 

four storm guys to each tent. Doubling-up on poles and building snow-walls for extra protection needed 

in blizzards and the force of katabatic winds. On several occasions our tents became buried in snow, 

waking deprived of oxygen. One morning it felt especially quiet, peering from our sleeping bags we 

discovered that the entire surface of our tent had frozen solid, encasing us in a perfect dome of ice.   
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Operating skidoos in this terrain proved challenging to say the least. Largely conquered by the courage 

and dogged determination of Jon Spottiswood. Pulking was physically demanding, in teams of three. One 

attached by a waist-harness to the pulk (the horse) as the other two skied, a rope’s length out in front. In 

good conditions, for up to ten hours a day, stopping at regular intervals for a snack and a puff.  

                          

Skidoos capable of pulling far greater loads were used to layout food and fuel caches, supporting longer 

journeys. Driven by Spotts, Jon Beattie, John Kimbrey and Pete Stuttard good progress was made, 

especially in decent conditions, on clear crisp days in brilliant sunshine, when the ground was firm. In 

powder or in white-out, when visibility was zilch it was a very different story. In total white-out one way 

to determine the lie of the land, when skiing, was to roll the screwed-up wrapper of a chocolate bar along 

the ground in front of you, watching carefully as it disappeared into oblivion.          

                         

During blizzards we festered. A good fug-up helped pass the time, reading and writing-up our journals. 

The roar of the Optimus stove being the highlight of each day. Melting snow to swell our dehydrated 

food, served in the communal pan. Spoonful’s taken in turn, until the ominous sound of scraping. The 

longer the blizzard the less to eat, when the day’s food was carefully divided into half or a third portions. 

A drawn out game of Scrabble once deciding who got the extra Rolo.  
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     Mid-winter’s day celebrations in the hut at Metchnikoff 

Mid-winter’s day celebrated on June 21st at Metchnikoff in our communal cardboard hut. In the evening 

a feast of seven-courses lasting seven hours. Soup, Caviar, pilchard-and-cornflake cakes, tinned chicken, 

Crabeater steak, rummy fruit duff and trifle. Some cleverly crafted gifts were exchanged like a ship in a 

bottle and a decorated sheath for a knife. Sods opera acts, forfeits, Howard Oakley’s Brabant Island 

ballad and toasts of Pussers Rum. Four finally staggering to their tents at 7am. 

         

The winter was relatively tame, temperatures fluctuated around -5 C. The sea -1.7c. and two hours of 

daylight. There were occasional sightings of Crabeater, Fur, Elephant and Weddell. Scavenging 

Sheathbills, Cape Pigeons, Antarctic Terns, Fulmars, Giant Petrels and graceful Snow Petrels soared 

around the point. In summer Metch. was home to a colony of ten thousand chatty Chinstrap penguins that 

migrate north for the winter. Except for one individual that symbolically decided to stick around until 

Mid-winter’s day.. must have liked the company! 
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   Sheath Bills devouring a seal carcass.                                              Fur seal. 

      
     Chris Furse and John Spottiswood in dome tent. 

In our two-man tents, warmed with primus stove and Tilley lamp we whittled away the 

winter hours. Cocooned in two layers of sleeping bag, balaclava and outer protective skin 

of bivvy bag. On a diet of tinned compo and multi-vits, a generous supply of 'goodies' and 

the occasional tipple of Pussers Rum. The change from dehydrated meals, when out 

pulking, always welcomed and vice versa - except for the unpalatable tin of pilchards! 

Rising from semi-hibernation as the days lengthened and the penguins returned to their 

rookery en-masse we prepared for further exploration of the island. 

                      
                 Self, taking pictures of the sea ice in winter.                               Chinstrap with chicks  
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     Navigating a way through crevasses, dwarfed by monumental structures of snow and ice. 

 

We reached the summit of Mt Parry on our second attempt. Circled by an inquisitive Snow Petrel, in the 

distance majestic peaks rose through a carpet of cloud. 

 

Over the course of eighteen months Brabant Island was thoroughly explored. Surveys completed and 

physiological research carried out. Rock, bugs and lichens samples collected. Chris's valuable experience 

and leadership, amicable to strong companionship among the team, the enormous generosity of our 

sponsors and a great deal of support from our loved ones was key to our success. 

On our return to the UK, the expedition’s 'ologists published their papers and the mountaineers recalled 

their climbs.  A minor epic or two, a book and a film of an expedition that achieved most of its aims, 

whilst being the first to over-winter in tents in Antarctica.  


